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 Section 11:1 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this chapter is the following: 

 

1) Protect and provide for the public health, safety, and general welfare 

of the Town of Apple Valley. 

 

2) Guide the future growth and development of the Town of Apple 

Valley in accordance with the general plan. 

 

3) Encourage the orderly and beneficial development of land within the 

municipality. 

 

4) Provide a beneficial relationship between the uses of land, buildings, 

and traffic circulation and the proper location and width of streets and 

building setbacks. 

 

5) Establish reasonable standards of design and procedures for 

subdivisions, plat amendments, and lot line adjustments, to further the 

orderly layout and use of land and to insure proper legal descriptions 

and recordation of subdivided land.   

 

 

6) Insure that public facilities are available and will have sufficient 

capacity to serve the proposed subdivision. 

 

7) Encourage the wise use and management of natural resources to 

preserve the integrity, stability, and aesthetics of a rural community. 
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8) Continue the rural development and variety of structural design within 

residential zones. 

 

9) Provide for open space through the most efficient design and layout of 

the land as established in the Zoning and Subdivision Code of the 

Town of Apple Valley. Other densities will be considered through the 

PD process.  

 

Section 11:2 REVIEW PROCEDURES 
  

(a) An applicant is entitled to approval of a land use application if the 

application conforms to the requirements of the town’s zoning map and 

applicable land use ordinances in effect when a complete application is 

submitted and all fees have been paid, unless: The governing body, on the 

record, finds that a compelling, countervailing public interest would be 

jeopardized by approving the application; or in the manner provided by 

local ordinance and before the application is submitted, the municipality 

has formally initiated proceedings to amend it’s ordinances in a manner 

that would prohibit approval of the application as submitted. 

(b) The Town shall process an application without regards to proceedings 

initiated to amend the municipalities ordinances if:  

1. 180 day have passed since the proceedings were initiated: and 

2. The proceedings have not resulted in as enactment that prohibits 

the approval of the application as submitted. 

(c) An Application for a land use approval is considered submitted and 

complete when the application is provided in a form that complies with the 

requirements of applicable ordinances and all applicable fees have been 

paid. 

(d) The continuing validity of an approval of land use application is 

conditioned upon the applicant proceeding after approval to implement the 

approval with reasonable diligence. 

(e) The town shall not impose on a holder of an issued land use permit a 

requirement that is not expressed.  

1. In the land use permit or in documents on which the land use 

permit is based; or 

2. In the towns ordinances. 

(f) The Town will not withhold issuance of a certificate of occupancy because 

of an applicant’s failure to comply with a requirement that is not 

expressed: 

1. In the building permit or in documents on which the building 

permit is based; or 

2. In the towns ordinances  

The town is bound by the terms and standards of applicable land use 

ordinances and shall comply with mandatory provisions of those 

ordinances. 

 

Section 11:2 adopts and incorporates the definitions of terms found in Section 

11:8 and distinguishes between several processes of subdivision and land 
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division including all subdivisions,  plat amendments, plat vacations, and lot 

line adjustments.  This process involves the following: 

  

1) Initial contact.  An applicant for a subdivision, plat amendment, lot lone 

adjustment, or plat vacation shall contact the planning and zoning chairperson 

to discuss the scope and purpose of the application and the requirements of 

this chapter. 

 

2) On-site Review. The Planning and Zoning committee, as well as any other 

Town Official, will make an onsite visit to all proposed sites. 

 

3) Administrative Review. The planning and zoning chairperson shall review 

each complete proposal and may seek the advice and input of other city staff, 

municipal departments, and/or utility providers.  The review shall include but 

not be limited to the following: 

 

a. Does the application meet the requirements of this code? 

b. Are all the lots suitable for the building? 

c. Are hazardous areas or conditions present, and if so, have the 

conditions been abated? 

d. Do all lots border public streets? 

e. Is the subdivision consistent with the general plan? 

f. Will the development enhance the character and aesthetics of the 

community? 

 

4) Planning commission public hearing. The planning commission shall hold a 

public hearing on the application and recommend its approval, denial or 

modification to the city council. 

 

5) Preliminary Plat Review. The applicant shall provide the planning and 

zoning chairperson drawings in sufficient detail to allow review of the 

proposal for compliance with this section and to direct the applicant through 

the appropriate process for approval, denial or modification. 

 

6) City Council meeting.  The city council shall hold a regular meeting based on 

the planning commission recommendation on the application and shall 

approve, deny, or approve with conditions.  The town may impose an exaction 

or exactions on proposed land use development if: 

 

a. An essential nexus exists between a legitimate government interest and 

each exaction; and 

b. Each exaction is roughly proportionate, both in nature and extent, to 

the impact of the proposed development. 

 

 

Section 11: 3 Simple lot subdivisions An applicant may subdivide property with a 

survey into two or three parcels without the necessity of recording a plat, provided that 

all proposed lots or parcels front a dedicated public street and comply the with the 

applicable zone standards.  This process should be completed in the following manner: 
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10-9a-605.  Exemption from plat requirement. 

(1) Notwithstanding Sections 10-9a-603 and 10-9a-604 (Utah State Code),  

the land use authority may approve a subdivision of ten lots or less 

without a plat, by certifying in writing that: 

     (a) the municipality has provided notice as required by ordinance; and 

     (b) the proposed subdivision: 

     (i) is not traversed by the mapped lines of a proposed street as shown in 

the general plan and does not require the dedication of any land for street 

or other public purposes; 

     (ii) has been approved by the culinary water authority and the sanitary 

sewer authority; 

     (iii) is located in a zoned area; and 

     (iv) conforms to all applicable land use ordinances or has properly 

received a variance from the requirements of an otherwise conflicting and 

applicable land use ordinance. 

(2) (a) Subject to Subsection (1), a lot or parcel resulting from a division 

of agricultural land is exempt from the plat requirements of Section 10-9a-

603(Utah State Code) if the lot or parcel: 

     (i) qualifies as land in agricultural use under Section 59-2-502(Utah 

State Code); 

     (ii) meets the minimum size requirement of applicable land use 

ordinances; and 

     (iii) is not used and will not be used for any nonagricultural purpose. 

     (b) The boundaries of each lot or parcel exempted under 

Subsection (1) shall be graphically illustrated on a record of survey 

map that, after receiving the same approvals as are required for a plat 

under Section 10-9a-604(Utah State Code), shall be recorded with the 

county recorder. 
     (c) If a lot or parcel exempted under Subsection (2)(a) is used for a 

nonagricultural purpose, the municipality may require the lot or parcel to 

comply with the requirements of Section 10-9a-603(Utah State Code). 

      

(3) (a) Documents recorded in the county recorder's office that divide 

property by a metes and bounds description do not create an approved 

subdivision allowed by this part unless the land use authority's certificate 

of written approval required by Subsection (1) is attached to the document. 

     (b) The absence of the certificate or written approval required by 

Subsection (1) does not affect the validity of a recorded document. 

     (c) A document which does not meet the requirements of Subsection 

(1) may be corrected by the recording of an affidavit to which the required 

certificate or written approval is attached in accordance with Section 57-3-

106(Utah State Code). 

 

1) An applicant shall submit an application to the planning and zoning 

chairperson for a simple lot subdivision that includes at a minimum the 

following: 

 

a. The name of applicant or authorized agent and contact information. 
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b. The Property address/addresses and parcel number. 

c. The address for the subdivision. 

d. Self addresses stamped envelopes of the adjacent land owner’s. 

e. Public Hearing within the Planning Commission. 

f. Recommendation to the Land Use Authority  

g. The recorded survey of the property proposed to be split. 

h. Any other information that may be requested by the planning and 

zoning chairperson. 

i. The subdivision name. (If applicable) 

 

2) Simple lot subdivisions shall not be approved until such time as the 

applicant provides utility hookups to each proposed lot or parcel. This will 

include Water, Sewer, Power, and Phone Service. 

 

3) The applicant may need approval from the Southwest Utah Public Health 

Department on simple lot subdivisions if it is determined that the property 

is not serviced by the public sewer system. 

 

Section 11: 4 Minor subdivisions An applicant may subdivide property by meets and           

bounds into less than 7 lots or parcels in the following manner: 

 

1) An applicant shall submit an application to the planning and zoning 

chairperson for a minor subdivision that includes at a minimum the 

following: 

 

a. The name of applicant and/or authorized agent and contact 

information. 

b. Property address and parcel number. 

c. Self addresses stamped envelopes of the adjacent land owner’s. 

d. Public Hearing within the Planning Commission. 

e. Recommendation to the Land Use Authority  

f. The address for the subdivision. 

g. The subdivision name. 

 

2) The applicant shall meet with the planning and zoning chairperson to 

determine the utility hookups to each proposed lot or parcel, Culinary 

Water, sidewalk, and other infrastructure requirements for the minor 

subdivision. 

 

3) The applicant will need approval from the Southwest Public Health 

Department on minor subdivisions if it is determined that the properties 

are not serviced by the public sewer system. 

 

Section 11: 5 Requirements of recordation for simple and minor subdivisions 

1) An applicant may submit to the Washington County Recorder’s Office for 

recording a document that subdivides property ON A RECORD OF 

SURVEY PLAT into less than seven (7) lots without needing to record a 

plat if the following applies:  
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a. Notice to land owner’s adjacent to the proposed minor subdivision, 

this would include supplying the Town Clerk/Recorder with self 

addressed stamped envelopes of the adjacent property owner’s so that 

a letter of intent may be sent. 

b. A public hearing held within the Planning Commission. 

c. The planning commission has given the city council its 

recommendation, whether favorable or not. 

d. The document contains a certificate or written approval from the Town 

council. 

e. A Public  

 

2) By indicating its approval on the document subdividing the property into 

less than seven (7) lots, the town council certifies the following: 

 

a. The planning commission has given its recommendation to the city 

council. 

b. The subdivision is not traversed by the mapped lines of a proposed 

street as shown in the general plan and does not require the dedication 

of any land for street or other public purposes. 

c. If the subdivision is located in a zoned area; each lot in the subdivision 

meets the frontage width and area requirements of the zoning 

ordinance or has been granted a variance from those requirements by 

the town council or acting body. 

 

3) Documents recorded in the Washington County Recorder’s Office that 

divide the property by metes and bounds description do not create a 

subdivision allowed hereunder unless the certificate of written approval 

required by Subsection 1, above, is attached to the document. 

 

4) The absence of the certificate or written approval from the town council 

does not affect the validity of the recorded document.  BUT IT DOES 

NOT MEAN THEY HAVE A BUILDABLE LOT IF THEY DO NOT 

HAVE THE RECORDED DOCUMENT FORM THE TOWN AS TO 

APPROVAL. 

 

5) A document, which does not meet the requirements of this section, may be 

corrected to comply with this section by recording an affidavit to which 

the required certificate or written approval is attached. 

 

6) For purposes of this section: 

 

a. “Document” includes, but is not limited to, a deed or other written 

conveyance that transfers the property creating a simple lot or minor 

subdivision. 

b. The “Certificate” or “written approval” means a stamp or other writing 

on or attached to the document indication that the town council has 

approved the subdivision. 
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7) The certificate or written approval required herein shall be in substantially 

the following form: 

 

“The Apple Valley Town Council hereby represents and acknowledges 

that the property described herein is part of a simple lot/minor subdivision, 

consisting of less than seven (7) lots, and as 0such, negates the necessity 

of recording a subdivision plat.  The Apple Valley Town Council certifies 

that the Town of Apple Valley Planning Commission has given its 

recommendation to the city council; that the subdivision is not traversed 

by the mapped lines of a proposed street as shown in the general plan and 

does not require the dedication of any land for street or other public 

purposes; and that each lot in the subdivision meets the frontage, width, 

and area requirement of the Town of Apple Valley Zoning Ordinance or 

has been granted a variance from those requirements by the Town of 

Apple Valley Town Council.” 

 

 

Section 11:6 SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS: Where unusual topographic or other 

exceptional conditions exist, the town council may waive requirements of this 

ordinance but will require specific findings as to why, provided that such variations 

will not substantially impair the intent of this ordinance. 

 

 

Section 11:7 AGRICULTURAL EXEMPTIONS   A lot or parcel resulting from the 

division of agricultural land is exempt from the plat requirements if the lot or parcel: 

 

a. Qualifies as land in agricultural use under the Utah Code of farmland 

assessment act. 

b. Land is exempt from the subdivision requirements if sold for 

agricultural purposes and subject to filling a record of survey plat with 

the county map depository, and subject to meeting the definition of 

agriculture, as follows: 

c. Agricultural land for agricultural purposes means land devoted to the 

raising of useful plants or animals with a reasonable expectation of 

profit, including forage and sod crops, grain and feed crops, nut or 

fruit crops, vegetables, nursery, floral and ornamental stock, live stock 

animals, including domestic animals, poultry, and honey bees.  

Agricultural land also includes land devoted and meeting the 

requirements and qualifications for payments or other compensation 

under a cropland retirement program with an agency of the state or 

federal government. 

d. Meets the minimum size requirement of the applicable zoning 

ordinance for agricultural uses. 

e. Is not now used, and will not be used for any non-agricultural 

purposes, including structures for dwelling purposes. 

 

Section 11: 8 Subdivisions (8 or More Lots).  The applicant for a subdivision shall 

submit a COMPLETE application to the planning and zoning chairperson.  After 

administrative review, the applicant shall submit a preliminary plat to the planning 
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commission for its consideration.  The applicant must comply with Section 11:12 for 

design standards and infrastructure requirements of a subdivision. 

 

1) Preliminary plat review.  The applicant shall prepare and submit: 

5- 11X17 Copies 

1- Blue Line Copy 

2- Email copy / PDF Format to both the chairperson of the 

planning commission as well as the town engineer. 

 

The preliminary plat shall include the following: 

 

a. A minimum scale of 1”=50’. 

b. The proposed streets, alley, parks, open spaces, and other offers of 

public dedication showing widths and pertinent dimensions of each. 

c. Existing right-of-way and easement grants of record for streets, 

underground utilities, and other public purposes. 

d. A north arrow facing the top of right margin. 

e. A date on each sheet. 

f. The boundary dimensions and legal description of the subdivision.  

And each lot therein, which is within 0.010’, with the point of 

beginning clearly labeled. 

g. The acreage or square footage for all parcels or lots and the length and 

width of the blocks and lots intended for sale 

h. The location, width, and other dimensions of all existing or platted 

streets and other important features such as utility lines and 

exceptional topography and structures within the proposed subdivision 

and within a two hundred foot (200’) perimeter of the subdivision. 

i. The proposed subdivision name. 

j. The name and address of the applicant, engineer, or surveyor for the 

subdivision and the owners of the land to be subdivided. 

k. A legend of symbols 

l. All survey monuments and proposed hydrant locations. 

m. The streets indicating numbers and/or names and lots numbered 

consecutively. 

n. The location, width, centerline bearings and curve data (including 

delta angle, radius, length, tangent, and the long cord on curves), and 

other dimensions of all existing proposed or platted streets and 

easements. 

o. A similar description of important features such as utility lines and 

exceptional topography and structures within the proposed subdivision 

and within a two hundred foot (200’) perimeter of the subdivision. 

Utility features must appear on the plat. 

p. The streets, lots, and properties within two hundred feet (200’) 

surrounding the subdivision shown in ghost lines. 

q. The approved signatures for the following: 

i. Public utilities acceptance. 

ii. Southwest Public Health Department or DEQ, whom ever has 

authority of the Wastewater treatment, approval if it is 
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determined that the property is not served the by the public 

sewer system. 

2) Notice.  The applicant shall provide the city with two (2) sets of type 

written address labels and sufficient funds to cover related postage costs to 

all property owners within three hundred (300) feet of the proposed 

subdivision within 20 days of application.  Such notice shall be mailed at 

least ten (10) days prior to the planning commission consideration of the 

preliminary plat.  Notice of subdivisions for commercial, or industrial 

development shall be provided to affected entities as required under this 

section. 

 

3) Planning commission public hearing.   The planning commission shall 

hold a public hearing on the preliminary plat by providing reasonable 

notice of the public hearing at least ten (10) days before the date of the 

public hearing. 

 

4) Planning commission consideration.  Upon a 28 day review of the 

complete application and consideration of the preliminary plat, at a 

meeting called for such purpose, the planning commission shall 

recommend its approval, denial, or approval with conditions to the town 

council. 

 

5) Town council public hearing.  The town council, within twenty one (30) 

days of the planning commission’s recommendation shall approve, deny, 

or conditionally approve the preliminary plat. 

 

6) Failure to record.  Failure to record a final plat within one year of 

approval of the preliminary plat by the Apple Valley town council shall 

render the preliminary plat null and void. Unless an extension has been 

granted in such case, the applicant must commence the subdivision 

process a new at the end of the extension. 

 

7) Final subdivision plat review.  Upon planning commission hearing and 

recommendation and town council approval of the preliminary plat, the 

applicant shall prepare and submit to the planning commission a final 

Mylar plat together with four (4) paper copies with dimensions of 24” x 

36” and one (1) 8 ½” x 11” copy.  The final plat shall include the 

following: 

 

a. A minimum scale of 1”=50’. 

b. The proposed streets, alleys, parks, open spaces, and other offers of 

public dedications, showing widths and pertinent dimensions as well 

as points of intersection of each. 

c. Existing right-of-way and easement grants of record for streets, 

underground utilities, and other public purposes. 

d. A north arrow facing the top of right margin. 

e. A date on each sheet. 
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f. The boundary dimensions and legal description of the subdivision and 

each lot therein, which is within 0.010’, with the point of beginning 

clearly labeled. 

g. The acreage or square footage for all parcels or lots and the length and 

width of the blocks and lots intended for sale. 

h. A legend of symbols 

i. All survey monuments and proposed hydrant locations. 

 

i. United States, State, County, Town, or other official 

monuments shall be identified on the plat.  The location of said 

monuments shall be accurately tied to the subdivision by true 

bearing and distance 

ii. Street monuments shall be installed by the sub divider in 

accordance with the requirements of the town, and in locations 

indicated on the plat. 

iii. All street centerlines data and street widths shall be shown with 

ties to property lines, lot corners, ect. 

iv. All Lot corners shall be permanently staked with steel markers. 

 

j. The streets indicating numbers and/or names and lots numbered 

consecutively. 

k. The location, width, centerline bearings and curve data (including 

delta angle, radius, length, tangent, and the long cord on curves), and 

other dimensions of all existing proposed or platted streets and 

easements. 

l. A similar description of important features such as utility lines and 

exceptional topography and structures within the proposed subdivision 

and within a two hundred foot (200’) perimeter of the subdivision. 

Utility features must appear on the plat. 

m. Accurate outlines and legal descriptions of any areas to be dedicated or 

reserved for public use, with the purposes indicated thereon, and of 

any areas to be reserved by deed or covenant for common uses of all 

property owners. 

n. The streets, lots, and properties within two hundred feet (200’) 

surrounding the subdivision shown in ghost lines. 

o. A proposed subdivision name. 

p. The approved signatures for the following: 

 

i. Owner’s dedication and acknowledgment. 

ii. Surveyor’s stamped certificate with subdivision boundary legal 

description. 

iii. Town engineer’s approval. 

iv. Public utilities acceptance. Where it is proposed that streets be 

constructed on property controlled by a public agency or utility 

company said agency shall be party to the street dedication and 

their signature shall appear on the final plat in a form approved 

by the town. 
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v. Southwest Public Health Department approval if it is 

determined that the property is not served the by the public 

sewer system. 

vi. Planning commission acceptance. 

vii. Town council approval as to form. 

viii. County recorder’s certificate. 

 

q. The name and address of the applicant, engineer, or surveyor for the 

subdivision and owners of the land to be subdivided. 

r. All final plats, or phases, where on-site wastewater disposal systems 

are approved shall include the final percolation test results, and soil 

strata depths and classifications as per the Unified Soil Classification 

method, for each lot proposed, over the signature of the engineer, or 

other person certified to conduct such tests.  The location of the 

approved absorption site shall be shown. 

s. For roads not proposed to be dedicated to the public, such as in a 

planned development, a disclaimer statement and notice to property 

owners shall be shown on the final plat and shall read as follows: 

 

1. Notice To Property Owners: The streets and roads shown on 

this map are private easements to be granted to each property 

owner by deed for the purpose of ingress and egress.  There are 

no public streets, roadways, alleyways, or public places on the 

map nor is they’re any intent to dedicate any public streets, 

roadways, alleyways, or other public places at this time.  

 

2. Notice of Disclaimer: The Town of Apple Valley specifically 

DOES NOT accept dedication of the roads and streets in this 

subdivision, and thereby will not be responsible for the 

construction, maintenance or upkeep of the roads and streets in 

this subdivision at this time nor at any future time unless the 

roads are first brought to the proper town standard and a 

dedication plat is approved by the town and recorded in the 

county recorder’s office. 

 

8) Extensions.  Not more than one (1) year after receiving approval of the 

Preliminary Plat, submit the original and one reproducible copy of the 

final plat and other information required by this ordinance, to the land use 

authority for action.  The land use authority may extend the one-year time 

limit for just cause for a period of time not to exceed one (1) year.  In the 

event that the final plat extension request has not been timely submitted to 

the land use authority, the plat is void.   

9) Adoption of final subdivision plat.  Upon a determination that the 

proposed plat is consistent with the general plan and upon receipt of the 

owners’ tax clearance, and approval from the culinary water authority, the 

sanitary sewer authority, and utility providers, the town council may 

approve a final subdivision plat at a regular meeting. 
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10) Improvements.  Subdivision improvements must be completed within 

one (1) year of recordation of the final subdivision plat, unless such time 

as extended by the Apple Valley town council. 

 

11) Public improvements security.  A security arrangement shall be one of 

the following types as dictated by the town: 

 

a. A bond with a security company licensed to do business in the State of 

Utah; 

b. An irrevocable letter of credit with a federally insure financial 

institution; 

c. A cashier’s check made payable only to the town; 

d. A trust or escrow account with a federally insured financial institution 

designating the Town as beneficiary. 

e. Two (2) Itemized Cost breakdowns / Estimates of the proposed 

improvements for said subdivision must be provided to the Town prior 

to recording for review and approval.  Said bond or guarantee shall be 

in the amount of one hundred and twenty percent (120%) of the cost of 

improvements. 

 

Any interest accruing on escrowed funds shall, unless expended for completion of 

site improvements required, incur to the benefit of the developer and not to the 

Town.  The Town shall not be required to pay interest to the developer on any 

non-interest bearing escrow account for this purpose. 

 

12) Inspections.  Town staff shall inspect the subdivision development during 

construction through its completion. 

 

13) Owner’s duty to record plat.  The owner(s) of an acknowledged, 

certified and approved plat shall record the plat in the Washington County 

Recorder’s office.  An applicant’s failure to record a final plat within one 

(1) year of town council approval shall render the plat void.  In such case, 

the applicant must commence the subdivision process a new. 

 

 

Section 11:9 Subdivision Lot Line Adjustment.  Applicants, as the owners of record of 

adjacent parcels that are described by either a metes and bounds description or a recorded 

plat, may exchange title to portions of the parcels. 

 

1) The Planning Commission will recommend to the Land Use Authority to 

approve an exchange of title if the following conditions are met: 

a. The adjustment does not result in violations of applicable zoning 

requirement. 

 

2) If an exchange of title is approved, a notice of approval shall be recorded 

in the office of the Washington County Recorder by the Planning and 

Zoning Chairperson.  This notice must: 

a. Be executed by each owner included in the exchange and the Planning 

Commission; 
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b. Contain an acknowledgement for each party executing the notice; 

c. Recite the descriptions of both the original parcels and the parcels 

created by the exchange of title. 

 

3) A notice of approval does not act as a conveyance of title to real property 

and is not required for the recording of a document purporting to convey 

title to real property. 

 

Section 11:10 Vacating or Changing a Subdivision Plat.   

 

1) The following applies to vacating or changing: 

a. The town council by ordinance may, with or without a petition, 

consider any proposed vacation, alteration, or amendment of a 

subdivision plat, any portion of a subdivision plat, or any street, lot, or 

alley contained in a subdivision at a public hearing. 

 

b. Before the town council may consider a proposed vacation, alteration, 

or amendment under subsection 1) (a) or (g), the town council shall 

refer the proposal to the planning commission for its recommendation. 

i. The planning commission shall give its recommendation within 

thirty (30) days after the proposed vacation, alteration, or 

amendment is referred to it. 

 

c. If a petition is filed, the town council shall hold the public hearing 

within forty-five (45) days after receipt for the planning commission’s 

recommendation under subsection (c) if any of the following applies: 

i. The plat change includes the vacation of a public street or alley 

ii. Any owner within the plat notifies the municipality of their 

objection in writing within ten (10) days of mailed notification 

iii. A public hearing is required because all of the owners in the 

subdivision have not signed the revised plat 

 

d. Any fee owner, as shown on the last county assessment rolls, of land 

within the subdivision that has been laid out and platted as provided in 

this part may, in writing, petition the legislative body to have the plat, 

any portion of it, or any street or lot contained in it, vacated, altered, or 

amended as provided in this section. 

 

e. Each petition to vacate, alter, or amend an entire plat, a portion of a 

plat, or a street or lot contained in a plat shall include the following: 

i. The name and address of all owners of record of the land 

contained in the entire plat 

ii. The name and address of all owners of record of land adjacent 

to any street that is proposed to be vacated, altered, or amended 

iii. The signature of each of these owners who consents to the 

petition. 

 

f. A petition that lacks the consent of all owners referred to in subsection 

E may not be scheduled for consideration at a public hearing before 
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the town council until the notice required by subsection (2b) below, is 

given. 

i. The petitioner shall pay the cost of the notice. 

 

g. Subject to subsection 2), if the town council proposes to vacate, alter, 

or amend a subdivision plat, or any street or lot contained in a 

subdivision plat, they shall consider the issue at a public hearing after 

giving the notice required by subsection 2) below. 

 

2) Notice of Hearing for a Plat Change.   
 

a. The town council shall give notice of the proposed plat change by 

mailing the notice to each owner of property located within 300 feet of 

the property that is the subject of the proposed plat change, addressed 

to the owner’s mailing address appearing on the rolls of the 

Washington County Assessor. The Applicant will provide the labels 

and stamped envelopes for this process. 

 

b. The town council shall ensure that the notice includes the following: 

i. A statement that anyone objecting to the proposed plat change 

must file a written objection to the change within ten (10) days 

of the date of the notice. 

ii. A statement that if no written objections are received by the 

Apple Valley Town Council within the time limit, no public 

hearing will be held. 

iii. The date, place, and time when a hearing will be held, if one is 

required, to consider a vacation, alteration, or amendment 

without a petition when written objections are received or to 

consider any petition that does not include the consent of all 

land owners as required by subsection 1) above. 

 

c. If the proposed change involves the vacation, alteration, or amendment 

of a street, the Apple Valley Town Council shall give notice of the 

date, place, and time of the hearing by the following means: 

i. Mailing notice as required in subsection 2) (a) above. 

ii. Publishing the notice once a week for four (4) consecutive 

weeks before the hearing in a newspaper of general circulation 

in the Town of Apple Valley area. 

 

3) Grounds for Vacation or Changing a Plat.  Within thirty (30) days after 

the public hearing, the town council shall consider the petition. 

a. The town council may approve a petition to vacate or change a plat if 

it finds the following: 

 

i. Neither the public nor any person will be materially injured by 

the proposed vacation, alteration, or amendment. 

ii. There is good cause for the vacation, alteration, or amendment. 
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b. The town council, by ordinance, may vacate, alter, or amend the plat, 

any portion of the plat, or any street or lot. 

 

c. The town council may approve the vacation, alteration, or amendment 

by ordinance, amended plat, administrative order, or deed containing a 

stamp or mark indicating approval by the town council. 

 

d. The town council shall ensure that the vacation, alteration, or 

amendment is recorded in the office of the Washington County 

Recorder. 

e. An aggrieved party may appeal the town council’s decision to the 

Washington County Fifth District Court. 

 

Section 11: 11 Condominium Plat.  Each application for a condominium shall comply 

with the provisions of the Condominium Act as set forth in U.C.A. 57-8-10 or any 

successor statute enacted in its place, as well as per the Town of Apple Valley Planned 

Development (PD) Ordinance. 

 

Section 11: 12 IMPROVEMENTS 

 

11:12-1  Required Improvements 

11:12-2  Waste Disposal Systems 

11:12-3  Storm Drainage 

11:12-4  Street Improvements 

11:12-5  Private Road Maintenance 

11:12-6  Street Names 

11:12-7  Driveways 

11:12-8  Water 

11:12-9  Electrical &Telephone Systems 

11:12-10  Fences & Guards 

11:12-11  Natural Gas Systems 

11:12-13  Lighting  

 

 

11:12-1 REQUIRED IMPROVEMNETS: 

 

Conditions of this Ordinance and the Town of Apple Valley Standards and 

Specifications, no final plat of a subdivision of land shall be recorded with out having 

been signed by the Mayor certifying that all conditions of this ordinance have been met 

and that the bonds as required by this ordnance have been posted with the town. 

 

11:12-2  WASTE DISPOSAL SYSTEMS 

 

A. Sanitary sewers, septic tanks, or any other means of waste disposal 

proposed shall be approved in writing by State Department of 

Environmental Quality, or (DEQ) is designated by the Utah Department of 

Environmental quality to do so, the Southwest Utah public Health 

Department.  If a central collection system is used, it shall be constructed 

with sufficient capacity to serve all lots in the subdivision and shall be 
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fully constructed at the same time and by the same methods as id required 

for all other improvements in the subdivision. 

 

B. The final plans for the sewer system shall be prepared by a licensed 

engineer and approved by the town engineer.  Construction shall not be 

commenced until all plans have been approved, inspection fees paid, and 

an inspector has been assigned to the project. 

 

C. The developer shall identify all potential alternatives to providing for the 

development of a centralized sewer system, or other similar method of 

wastewater disposal in the proposed subdivision.  In specific drainages 

areas, the town board may require that developers join together to consider 

alternate methods.  Any such proposal shall be reviewed and approved by 

the state department of environmental quality and the town board, after 

being reviewed by the town engineer.  Upon concept approval, a licensed 

engineer shall prepare plans for the system as required in this ordnance. 

 

1. A method of financing inspection and maintenance shall be 

established and implemented by the town board for maintenance 

for the system after construction by the developer is complete.  

 

2. Where installation of a community sewer is not immediately 

available, a dry sewer may be installed for future connection to an 

out fall line. 

 

3. The town may establish impact fees to assist in raising sufficient 

money to install a sewer system to take care of the needs of the 

town as it grows and develops. 

 

D. If conventional on site wastewater systems are determined by the town to 

be the most feasible in certain circumstances, such systems may be 

approved subject to the approval of the Southwest Utah public health 

department and the engineer, subject to the following conditions. 

 

1. The type of on site system approved shall provide for a method of 

monitoring the septic tank on a regular basis.  Such monitoring 

shall be the purpose of determining the necessary pumping 

intervals for the septic tank. 

 

2.  A method of financing the inspections and maintenance of the 

septic tanks shall be established by the developer, which will be 

implemented by the town upon the construction of the individual 

on site waste water system in the subdivision. 

 

3. A dry sewer system may be required as outlined in section B 

above. 

 

E. The type of alternative system shall have prior approval of the state 

division of water quality for use in the state of Utah. Systems plans must 
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be submitted to and receive written approval by the state division of water 

quality.  Alternative systems are subject to the tow’s wastewater 

management plan and must comply with such requirements as deemed  

appropriate by the town. 

 

F. A monitoring fee will be charged for monitoring all waste disposal 

systems in the town. 

 

 

11:12-3 STORM DRAINAGE:  

 

A storm drainage system shall be provided and shall be separate and independent of the 

sanitary sewage system.  The final plans for the drainage system shall be prepared by a 

licensed engineer and approved by the town engineer prior to any construction-taking 

place. 

 

A.       No ditch or canal shall be approved as suitable for the use of storm 

drainage water without the written permission of the appropriate ditch or Canal 

Company or of the waters users for such use.  No ditch or canal shall be used for 

storm water unless adequately improved to handle such water as might be 

reasonably expected to flow from canal ditch water, subdivisions runoff water, 

and other water expected to reach such canal or ditch. 

 

B.        Open ditches or canals shall not be allowed within or adjoining a                          

subdivision.  In cases where canals or ditches cross public roads or proposed 

public roads, specifications and grades for pipes or culverts must be approved by 

the Engineer. 

 

C. All open ditches, canals, waterways, non-access street, open reservoirs or 

bodies of water, and other features judged by the land use authority to be 

hazardous nature, on crossing, or adjacent to property being subdivided shall be 

fenced or closed from access in a manner satisfactory to and approved by the land 

use authority. 

 

11:12-4 STREET IMPROVEMENTS: 

 

A. At least eight (8) days prior to final land use authority consideration, the 

sub divider shall furnish to the Engineer, a complete set of construction 

plans and profiles of all streets, existing and proposed, within the 

subdivision.  Plans are to be prepared by a licensed Engineer and shall be 

accompanied by the final plat.  If the plans are not approved, they shall be 

returned to the sub divider with the reasons for non-approval, and upon 

correction, shall be re-submitted in the same manner as required herein. 

    

  Such plans and profiles shall include: 

   

1. The designation of limits of work to be done. 
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2. The location of the benchmark and its true elevation according to 

County datum, all profiles to be referred to that datum. 

 

3. Construction plans which include the details of curb and gutter and 

street cross sections, locations and elevations of manholes, catch 

basins and storm sewers, elevations and locations of fire hydrants 

and any other details necessary to simplify construction. 

 

4. Adequate horizontal and vertical survey control shall be 

established as required by the engineer; sufficient survey 

monuments shall be permanently set so that lot boundaries can be 

established from points within the subdivision. 

 

5. Complete data for field layouts and office checking. 

 

6. On curb returns, at least two additional controls points of 

curvature.  Control points shall be staked in the fields to insure 

drainage of intersections. 

 

B. Grades of all streets shall not be in excess of eight percent on major 

collector’s streets or in excess of ten (10) percent on all other streets.  

C. All streets within the town shall be improved in accordance with the 

standards, rules and regulations adopted by the town board.  Said 

standards shall include: 

 

D. Pavements curb and gutter shall be required in all new subdivisions. 

 

E.  The minimum width of gravel on all local streets shall be thirty-two (32) 

feet, and the minimum width of pavement shall be twenty-eight (28) feet.  

On collector or major streets, as determined by the town board, the width 

of gravel or paving will be proportionately greater. 

 

1. Local streets shall have a minimum right-of-way width of 50 feet.  

Collector streets shall have a minimum width of 60 feet.  Major 

streets shall have a minimum width of 80 feet. 

 

2. All streets shall be built to the full width required for the type of 

street being improved at the time of initial street construction.  

Bond amounts shall be estimated based in the cost if full street 

improvements as required by the right-of-width determined by this 

section of the ordinance, unless otherwise recommended by the 

land use authority and approved by the town council. 

  

3. Pavements shall be built to the full width requirements of the  

standard and specifications adopted by the town.  

 

4. No intersections shall be closer than150 feet. Unless otherwise 

noted in the standards of the American Association of state 
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highway and transportation officials manual for street and 

intersection design.     

 

5. Curbs and gutters on all streets shall be of concrete and shall meet 

the standard and specifications adopted by the town.      

 

6. Sidewalks, where constructed shall be of concrete and shall meet 

the standard and specifications adopted by the town.   

 

7. Storm water inlets and catch basins shall be provided within the 

roadway improvements at points specified by the engineer. 

 

8.   All curb corners shall have a radius of not less than 15 feet and at 

intersections involving collector or major streets, of not less than 

25 feet. 

 

9. Local streets shall approach collector or arterial streets at as near                                 

ninety degrees as possible. Not to exceed fifteen degrees. 

 

F. Street name signs, conforming to the design and specifications, and in the 

number necessary for proper identification of all streets, shall be provided 

for and installed by the developer. 

 

G. Traffic control signs including stop or yield right of way sign, shall be 

installed to ensure a smooth flow of traffic through the town. 

 

H. No subdivision shall be approved unless the area to be subdivided shall 

have frontage, with a width as required by the land use ordinance, on a 

dedicated street, improved to town standards, unless otherwise approved 

by the town board.  On cul-de-sac street, the required width of any lot in 

the cul-de-sac shall be measured at the setback line instead f the street lot 

line. 

 

I. Access to a major arterial street may be limited by one of the following 

means: 

 

1. The subdivision of lots so as to back or side onto a major arterial 

and front onto a parallel perpendicular street.  No lot access shall 

be provided from the arterial directly to any lot in the subdivision, 

and screening or fencing may be required in a landscaped strip 

along or side property line of said lots. 

 

2. A series of cul-de-sacs of U shaped streets sharing access to such 

street. 

 

3. A service road separated from the primary arterial by a planting 

strip and having access thereto a suitable point. 
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J. The arrangement of streets shall provide for continuation of principal 

streets between adjacent properties when such continuation is in 

accordance with the master plan of streets.  If the adjacent property is 

undeveloped and the street must be a dead end street temporarily, the right 

of way shall be extended to the property line, and a temporary turnaround 

shall be provided.  Dead end streets shall be avoided and dead end streets 

of more that eight hundred (800) feet shall require town board approval. 

 

K.  The inspection and written recommendations for approval of streets shall 

be done by the town engineer.  Final acceptance for dedication after (2) 

years of maintenance shall be accepted by the town board following a 

favorable recommendation from the engineer.  

 

L. Following the final approval of the subdivision plat the town board; the 

developer may construct streets and utility systems prior to recording the 

plat without the necessity of bonding.  However, no construction shall 

begin until the town engineer has approved all construction drawings, the 

necessary inspection fees have been paid, and an inspector has been 

assigned to the project.  The inspector shall be notified at least twenty-four 

(24) hours in advance, wherever any work is proposed to be done. 

 

11:12-5  Private Road Maintenance 

 

A. A means of perpetual maintenance must be demonstrated to the 

satisfaction of the planning commission before a private road may be 

approved. 

 

11:12-6  Street Names 

 

A. Each street that is a continuation of, or and approximate continuation of, 

any existing dedicated street shall be given the name of such existing 

street.  When any street forms a portion of a proposed street it shall be 

surveyed, widened, or improved and given the same name. 

 

B. The names of newly created streets shall not duplicate or nearly duplicate 

the names of any streets in the town or in the adjacent areas of Washington 

County. 

 

C. Any named street shall also have the proper compass direction coordinate 

as approved by the town engineer. 

 

D. Subdivides are encouraged to do an investigation of local history 

regarding the names and references to geological and historical figures 

located in the subdivision and, wherever possible, incorporate the 

historical names and references into the names and street designations. 
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11:12-7 Driveways  

 

 A. No driveway shall exceed 150 feet in length and or 15 percent grade. 

 

B. Driveways serving single residential dwellings shall be a minimum of 

twelve (12) feet wide.  Driveways serving two residential dwellings shall 

be a minimum of fifteen (15) feet wide.  No driveway shall serve more 

than two residences.  

 

 

11:12-8   Water 

 

A. All subdivisions shall have a supply of culinary water available to each lot 

in the subdivision.  

 

B. Quantity, quality, and distribution systems plans shall be designed and 

certified by a Utah licensed civil engineer and approved in writing by the 

Utah Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) and by the town.  All 

systems will require a full evaluation of pump and storage capacity to 

meet the proposed or expected water service connections.  Pump and 

storage requirements will be the greater of that recommended or required 

by the State Department of Environmental Quality, Washington County, 

or the State Fire Marshall. 

 

1.  Quantity shall include one culinary water hook up per 

household provided for a standard subdivision lot.  The minimum 

amount of water required for any subdivision including indoor and 

out door usage shall be 0.6 acre feet per less than one (1) acre, 0.9 

acre feet per one (1) acre or more per dwelling unit.  The amount 

of water allocated to each subdivision lot for indoor and outdoor 

watering shall be included on the subdivision plat map to be 

recorded after final approval by the town board.  The town 

promotes water conservation where reasonable and appropriate.   

 

2.  The storage capacity for water systems shall be 1500 gallons 

per minute for 2 hours or a minimum storage capacity of 120,000 

gallons for residential use, but may be modified, based upon the 

recommendation of the department of environmental quality and 

the town engineer, after taking into consideration the pumping 

capacity from the water source to the storage tank.  The amount of 

water storage required for fire protection for a home not on a water 

system shall be as follows:                                                                                                 

 

a.  5,000 gallons for a residence up to 5,000 square feet 

or a residential sprinkler system approved by the State 

Fire Marshall. 

 

b. As determined on a case-by-case basis by the State 

Fire Marshall for commercial properties. 
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c. Suppression tank must be equipped with proper 

connections that support the Apple Valley fire 

department requirements for their equipment. 

The Town of Apple Valley has chosen to adopt the Utah State Code in reference to Water 

Quality; the following guidelines refer to Utah Sate Code.  Any and All water companies 

with in the town’s limits that provide water to the general public for a fee will be held to 

these standards to be considered a Town approved culinary Water Source.   Water 

systems within the town shall be improved in accordance with the specifications, rules 

and regulations adopted by the town board. Said specifications can be found in the Town 

of Apple Valley Standards and Specifications Manuel.  

C. Annual Reports 

 All community water systems shall be required to complete annual report forms 

furnished by the Division of Drinking Water.  The information to be provided should 

include: the status of all water system projects started during the previous year; water 

demands met by the system; problems experienced; and anticipated projects, up to date 

number of Water rights deeded into the water system as well as a reconciliation of water 

meters vs. well heads.  An explanation of differences (i.e.: broken mains, donated water, 

Fire Protection use...)    

 D. Physical Facilities 

 All points assessed to public water systems via this subsection are based upon violation 

of R309-113 and R309-200 through R309-211 of the Utah State Code, These points shall 

be assessed and updated upon notification of the Town of Apple Valley and shall remain 

until the violation or deficiency no longer exists. 

(1) New Source Approval: 

  (a) Use of an unapproved source shall be assessed 150 points.  

(2) Surface Water Diversion Structures and Impoundments: 

(a) For each surface water intake structure that does not allow for 

withdrawal of water from more than one level if quality significantly 

varies with depth shall be assessed 2 points. 

 b) Where no facilities exist for release (wasting) of less desirable water 

held in storage shall be assessed 2 points. 

 c) Where the diversion facilities do not minimize frazil ice formation by 

holding intake velocities to less than 0.5 feet per second shall be assessed 

2 points. 

 d) Where diversion facilities are not adequately protected from damage 

by ice buildup shall be assessed 2 points. 
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 e) Where diversion facilities are not capable of keeping large quantities of 

fish or debris from entering the intake shall be assessed 2 points. 

(f) Where reservoirs have not had brush and trees removed to the high 

water level shall be assessed 2 points. 

 g) Where reservoir watershed management has not provided adequate 

precautions to limit nutrient loading shall be assessed10 points.  

(3) Well Sources 

(a) For each well that is not equipped with a sanitary seal, or has any 

unsealed opening into the well casing shall be assessed 50 points.  

(b) For each well that does not utilize food grade mineral oil for pump 

lubrication shall be assessed 25 points. 

 c) For each well casing which does not terminate at least 12 inches above 

the pump house floor, 18 inches above ground, and/or five feet above the 

highest flood elevation, or is not fitted with an acceptable pit less adaptor 

1 to 20 points shall be assessed based upon whether the adjacent land 

slopes toward or away from the wellhead; the integrity of the cement 

surrounding the wellhead and other factors that would jeopardize the 

integrity of the wellhead seal. 

 d) For each well casing vent that is not properly covered with a No. 14 

mesh screen shall be assessed 5 points. 

 e) For each well which has discharge piping that is not properly equipped 

with 1) a smooth nosed sampling tap 2) check valve 3) pressure gauge 4) 

means of measuring flow and 5) shutoff valve 1 to 5 points shall be 

assessed depending upon the number of the above components that are 

present. 

 f) For each well where there is no means to release trapped air from the 

discharge piping shall be assessed 5 points. 

(g) For each well house that does not have a drain-to-daylight installed 

shall be assessed 5 points. 

(4) Spring Sources: 

(a) For each spring source that allows surface water to stand or pond upon 

the spring collection area (within 50 feet from collection devices) 1 to 20 

points shall be assessed.  The number of points shall be based upon the 

size and extent of the ponding; the possible source (rainfall or incomplete 

collection); or the presence of moss or other indicators of long-term 

presence of standing water. 
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(b) For each spring area that does not have a minimum of ten feet of 

relative impervious soil or an acceptable liner shall be assessed 10 points. 

(c) For each spring area that has deep-rooted vegetation within the fenced 

collection area shall be assessed10 points. 

(d) For each spring area that has deep rooted vegetation interfering with 

the spring collection shall be assessed 10 points. 

(e) For each spring which does not have a proper collection/junction box; 

and does not have the following: a proper shoebox lid, gasket, No. 14 

mesh screen on the vent line and lock; 1 to 25 points shall be 

assessed.  The number of the above items that are present shall determine 

the number of points. 

(f) For each spring collection area without a proper fence (unless the 

spring is located in a remote area where no grazing or public access is 

possible as specified in R309-106 (5) (e) shall be assessed 10 points. 

(g) For each spring collection area that does not have a diversion channel 

capable of diverting surface water away from the collection area shall be 

assessed 5 points. 

(h) For each spring system, which does not have a permanent flow-

measuring device, shall be assessed 5 points. 

(i) For each spring area with an overflow/drain that is not properly 

screened with a No. 4 mesh screen or does not have adequate freefall (12 

to 24 inches) between the drain invert and the surrounding ground 5 to 10 

points shall be assessed.  The number of points shall be based upon the 

presence of a screen and the slope of the ground surrounding the 

overflow/drain outlet. 

(7) Storage: 

(a) A water system with an uncovered finished water storage reservoir 

shall immediately be assessed a rating of not approved. 

(b) For each storage reservoir access that is not an overlapping (shoe box) 

type lid, locked and is at least 4 inches above the top of the tank shall be 

assessed 10 points. 

 (c) For each improperly vented storage reservoir shall be assessed 5 

points. 

(d) For each storage reservoir overflow that is not properly screened, is not 

sloped for drainage, or is connected to a sewer without an appropriate air 

gap; 5 to 15 points shall be assessed based on the number and severity of 

the above items that are present. 
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(e) For each storage reservoir with inadequate or improper means of 

drainage shall be assessed 2 points. 

(f) For each storage reservoir where the roof and sidewalls are not 

watertight shall be assessed 10 to 50 points based upon the size and 

number of cracks, the loss of structural integrity and the access of 

contamination to the drinking water. 

(g) For each storage reservoir without an access ladder, or railing where 

required (elevated tank) shall be assessed 2 points. 

(h) For each storage reservoir with internal coatings not in compliance 

with ANSI/NSF standard 61 shall be assessed 30 points.  

(8) Distribution System: 

(a) A water system which fails to provide at least the water pressure as 

required in R309-105-9 at all times and at all locations within the distribution 

system shall be assessed 50 points. 

(b) A water system using unapproved pipe and materials shall be assessed 

30 points. 

(c) A water system with pipelines installed improperly without adequate 

clearance or separation from sewer lines shall be assessed 30 points. 

(d) For each air vacuum release valve, which is not properly screened and 

turned down 2 points, shall be assessed up to a maximum of 20 points per 

system. 

(e) For each flooded air vacuum release valve chamber 20 points shall be 

assessed up to a maximum of 50 points per system. 

(9) Quantity requirements 

(a) A water system which does not have sufficient source capacity to meet 

peak daily and average yearly flow requirements shall be assessed from 5 

to 50 points.  The number of points shall be based upon the severity of the 

shortage including the number of times and duration of water outages or 

low pressure. 

(b) A water system, which does not have sufficient storage capacity to 

meet average daily flow requirements, shall be assessed from 5 to 50 

points.  The number of points shall be based upon the severity of the 

shortage including the number of times and duration of water outages. 

E.  Exemptions from Monitoring Requirements 
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(1) The applicable requirements specified in R309-205, R309-210 and R309-215 

for monitoring shall apply to each public water system, unless the public water 

system meets all of the following conditions: 

(a) Consists only of distribution and storage facilities (and does not have 

any collection and treatment facilities); 

(b) Obtains all of its water from, but is not owned or operated by, a public 

water system to which such regulations apply; 

(c) Does not sell water to any person; and 

(d) Is not a carrier, which conveys passengers in interstate commerce. 

(2) When a public water system supplies water to one or more other public water 

systems, the Executive Secretary may modify the monitoring requirements 

imposed by R309-205, R309-210 and R309-215 to the extent that the 

interconnection of the systems justifies treating them as a single system for 

monitoring purposes. 

(3) In no event shall the Executive Secretary authorize modifications in the 

monitoring requirements, which are less stringent than requirements established 

by the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act. 

F. Construction of Public Drinking Water Facilities 

 The following requirements pertain to the construction of public water systems. 

 (1) Approval of Engineering Plans and Specifications 

(a) Complete plans and specifications for all public drinking water 

projects, as described in R309-500-5, shall be approved in writing by the 

Town Engineer prior to the commencement of construction.  A 30-day 

review time should be assumed. 

(b) Appropriate engineering reports, supporting information and master 

plans may also be required by the Town Engineer as needed to evaluate 

the proposed project.  A certificate of convenience and necessity or an 

exemption there from, issued by the Public Service Commission, shall be 

filed with the Town of Apple Valley prior to approval of any plans or 

specifications for projects described in R309-105-6 (3)(a). 

  

(2) Acceptable Design and Construction Methods 

(a) The design and construction methods of all public drinking water 

facilities shall conform to the applicable standards contained in R309-204 
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and R309-500 through R309-550 of these rules.  The Town may require 

modifications to plans and specifications before approval is granted. 

(b) There may be times in which the requirements of the applicable 

standards contained in R309-204 and R309-500 through R309-550 are not 

appropriate.  Thus, the town may grant an "exception" to portions of these 

standards if it can be shown that the granting of such an exception will not 

jeopardize the public health. 

(c) Alternative or new treatment techniques may be developed which are 

not specifically addressed by the applicable standards contained in R309-

204 and R309-500 through R309-550.  The Town may accept these 

treatment techniques if it can be shown that: 

(i) They will result in a finished water meeting the requirements of 

R309-200 of these regulations. 

(ii) The technique will produce finished water, which will protect 

public health to the same extent provided by comparable treatment 

processes outlined in the applicable standards contained in R309-

204 and R309-500 through R309-550. 

(iii) The technique is as reliable as any comparable treatment 

process governed by the applicable standards contained in R309-

204 and R309-500 through R309-550. 

(3) Description of "Public Drinking Water Project" 

Refer to R309-500-5 for the description of a public drinking water project and 

R309-500-6 for required items to be submitted for plan approval. 

(4) Specifications for the drilling of a public water supply well  

May be prepared and submitted by a licensed well driller holding a current Utah 

Well Driller's Permit if authorized by the town. 

(5) Drawing Quality and Size 

Drawings, which are submitted, shall be compatible with Division of Drinking 

Water Document storage.  Drawings, which are illegible or of unusual size will 

not be accepted for review.  Drawing size shall not exceed 30" x 42" nor be less 

than 8-1/2" x 11". 

 

(6) Requirements After Approval of Plans for Construction 
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After the approval of plans for construction, and prior to operation of any 

facilities dealing with drinking water, the items required by R309-500-9 shall be 

submitted and an operating permit received. 

G. Source Protection. 

(1) Public Water Systems are responsible for protecting their sources of drinking 

water from contamination.  R309-600 and R309-605 sets forth minimum 

requirements to establish a uniform, statewide program for implementation by 

PWSs to protect their sources of drinking water.  PWSs are encouraged to enact 

more stringent programs to protect their sources of drinking water if they decide 

they are necessary. 

(2) R309-600 applies to ground-water sources and to ground-water sources which 

are under the direct influence of surface water which are used by PWSs to supply 

their systems with drinking water. 

(3) R309-605 applies to PWSs, which obtain surface water prior to treatment and 

distribution, and to PWSs obtaining water from ground-water sources that are 

under the direct influence of surface water.  However, compliance with this rule is 

voluntary for public transient non-community water systems to the extent that 

they are using existing surface water sources of drinking water. 

H. Existing Water System Facilities 

(1) All public water systems shall deliver water meeting the applicable 

requirements of R309-200 of these rules. 

(2) Existing facilities shall be brought into compliance with R309-204 and R309-

500 through R309-550 or shall be reliably capable of delivering water meeting the 

requirements of R309-200. 

(3) In situations where a water system is providing water of unsatisfactory quality, 

or when the quality of the water or the public health is threatened by poor 

physical facilities, the water system management shall solve the problem(s). 

I. Minimum Water Pressure 

(1) Unless otherwise specifically approved by the Town, no water supplier shall 

allow any connection to the water system where water pressure at the point of 

connection will fall below 20 psi during the normal operation of the water system. 

(2) Unless otherwise specifically approved by the Town, public water systems 

constructed after March 1, 2006 shall be designed and shall meet the 

following minimum water pressures at points of connection:  

(a) 20 psi during conditions of fire flows and fire demand experienced during 

peak day demand. 
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(b) 30 psi during peak instantaneous demand. 

(c) 40 psi during peak day demand.   

(3) Individual home booster pumps are not allowed as indicated in R309-540-5 

(4)(c). 

J. Operation and Maintenance Procedures 

All routine operation and maintenance of public water supplies shall be carried out with 

due regard for public health and safety.  The following sections describe procedures, 

which shall be used in carrying out some common operation and maintenance 

procedures. 

(1) Chemical Addition 

(a) Water system operators shall determine that all chemicals added to 

water intended for human consumption are suitable for potable water use 

and comply with ANSI/NSF Standard 60. 

(b) No chemicals or other substances shall be added to public water 

supplies unless the chemical addition facilities and chemical type have 

been reviewed and approved by the Division of Drinking Water. 

(c) Chlorine, when used in the distribution system, shall be added in 

sufficient quantity to achieve either "breakpoint" and yield detectable free 

chlorine residual or a detectable combined chlorine residual in the 

distribution system at points to be determined by the Executive 

Secretary.  The operator of any system using disinfectants shall take 

residual checks daily.  The Executive Secretary may, however, reduce the 

frequency of residual checks if he determines that this would be an 

unwarranted hardship on the water system operator and, furthermore, the 

disinfect ion equipment has a verified record of reliable 

operation.  Suppliers, when checking for residuals, shall use test kits and 

methods, which meet the requirements of the U.S. EPA.  The "DPD" test 

method is recommended for free chlorine residuals.  Information on the 

suppliers of this equipment is available from the Division of Drinking 

Water. 

(2) New and Repaired Mains 

(a) All new water mains shall meet the requirements of R309-550-6 with 

regard to materials of construction.  All products in contact with culinary 

water shall comply with ANSI/NSF Standard 61. 

(b) All new and repaired water mains or appurtenances shall be disinfected 

in accordance with AWWA Standard C651-92.  The chlorine solution 

shall be flushed from the water main with potable water prior to the main 

being placed in use. 
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(c) All products used to recoat the interiors of storage structures and which 

may come in contact with culinary water shall comply with ANSI/NSF 

Standard 61.  

(3) Reservoir Maintenance and Disinfections 

After a reservoir has been entered for maintenance or re-coating, it shall be 

disinfected prior to being placed into service.  Procedures given in AWWA 

Standard C651-92 shall be followed in this regard. 

(4) Spring Collection Area Maintenance 

(a) Spring collection areas shall be periodically cleared of deep-rooted 

vegetation to prevent root growth from clogging collection lines.  Frequent 

hand or mechanical clearing of spring collection areas is strongly 

recommended.  It is advantageous to encourage the growth of grasses and 

other shallow rooted vegetation for erosion control and to inhibit the 

growth of more detrimental flora. 

(b) No pesticide (e.g., herbicide) may be applied on a spring collection 

area without the prior written approval of the Executive Secretary.  Such 

approval shall be given 1) only when acceptable pesticides are proposed; 

2) when the pesticide product manufacturer certifies that no harmful 

substance will be imparted to the water; and 3) only when spring 

development meets the requirements of these rules (see R309-204-7). 

(5) Security 

All water system facilities such as spring junction boxes, well houses, reservoirs, 

and treatment facilities shall be secure. 

(6) Seasonal Operation 

Water systems operated seasonally shall be disinfected and flushed according to 

the techniques given in AWWA Standard C651-92 and C652-92 prior to each 

season's use.  A satisfactory bacteriologic sample shall be achieved prior to 

use.  During the non-use period, care shall be taken to close all openings into the 

system. 

(7) Pump Lubricants 

All oil lubricated pumps for culinary wells shall utilize mineral oils suitable for 

human consumption as determined by the Executive Secretary.  To assure proper 

performance, and to prevent the voiding of any warranties, which may be in force, 

the water supplier should confirm with individual pump manufacturers that the 

oil, which is selected, would have the necessary properties to perform 

satisfactorily. 

K. Operator Certification 
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All community and non-transient non-community water systems or any public system 

that employs treatment techniques for surface water or ground water under the direct 

influence of surface water shall have an appropriately certified operator in accordance 

with the requirements of these rules.  Refer to R309-300, Certification Rules for Water 

Supply Operators, for specific requirements. 

L. Cross Connection Control. 

(1) The water supplier shall not allow a connection to his system, which may 

jeopardize its quality and integrity.  Cross connections are not allowed unless 

controlled by an approved and properly operating backflow prevention 

assembly.  The requirements of Chapter 6 of the 2000 International Plumbing 

Code and its amendments as adopted by the Department of Commerce under 

R156-56 shall be met with respect to cross connection control and backflow 

prevention. 

(2) Each water system shall have a functioning cross connection control 

program.  The program shall consist of five designated elements documented on 

an annual basis.  The elements are: 

(a) A legally adopted and functional local authority to enforce a cross 

connection control program (i.e., ordinance, bylaw or policy); 

(b) Providing public education or awareness material or presentations 

(c) An operator with adequate training in the area of cross connection 

control or backflow prevention; 

(d) Written records of cross connection control activities, such as, 

backflow assembly inventory; and 

(e) Test history and documentation of on-going enforcement (hazard 

assessments and enforcement actions) activities. 

(3) Suppliers shall maintain, as proper documentation, an inventory of each 

pressure atmospheric vacuum breaker, double check valve, reduced pressure zone 

principle assembly, and high hazard air gap used by their customers, and a service 

record for each such assembly. 

(4) Backflow prevention assemblies shall be inspected and tested at least once a 

year, by an individual certified for such work as specified in R309-305.  Suppliers 

shall maintain, as proper documentation, records of these inspections.  This 

testing responsibility may be borne by the water system or the water system 

management may require that the customer having the backflow prevention 

assembly be responsible for having the device tested. 

(5) Suppliers serving areas also served by a pressurized irrigation system shall 

prevent cross connections between the two.  Requirements for pressurized 

irrigation systems are outlined in Section 19-4-112 of the Utah Code. 
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11-9: LANDSCAPE CONCEPT/THEME 

 

The Town has certain water conservation recommendations it is passing on to Builders 

and individual homeowners. In general, area homeowners in the past have utilized 

approximately fifty percent of their water consumption outdoors. Non-residential 

activities also tend to use substantial amounts of water outdoors. For these reasons, 

landscaping is an important aspect of creating a water-efficient community. 

  

A landscaping concept, which is intended to transform typical landscaping techniques,  

“Zeroscape” is a water-efficient landscape concept that involves landscaping with 

drought-tolerant plants that are either native to the region or suitable to the climate, and 

then providing irrigation to those plants appropriately. Native plants normally get all or 

most of their water from rainfall. Thirsty plants from other climates often demand much 

more water and, therefore, are not suitable for use in this type of landscape. 

  

Zeroscape will be the landscape concept used in the Town.  The principals of this concept 

are as follows 

  

a. Start with a good, water-efficient design. 

b. Use drought-tolerant plants. 

c. Limit turf areas. 

d. Establish and practice good maintenance and water management. 

e. Use of soil amendments and mulches. 

  

A. Water-Efficient Design 

  

The water-efficient landscape design consists of three “zones”. The idea is to 

use the higher water-use plants close to structures where they will help cool the 

structure and provide shade and then transition to the boundaries of the property 

where native plants are used with little or no supplemental irrigation. 

  

The first zone, closest to the structure, is used to create a “mini-oasis” feeling. 

In front-yard landscape areas, semi-arid region plants and trees can be used 

with inorganic ground covers to create a pleasing, low-maintenance landscape. 

In rear-yard landscape areas various design elements can be combined to create 

an inviting outdoor living area. A small lawn, together with a lush, semi-arid 

region garden surrounding a concrete patio, and inorganic ground covers are 

just a few elements consistent with this concept. Use of flowering and 

evergreen groundcovers in this area will also reduce heat that can be reflected 

back into the structure or other outdoor living areas, thereby saving on energy 

costs. 

  

Planting in the second zone is not as dense as the first and includes drought-

tolerant groundcovers, shrubs and trees. Mounding and contouring techniques 

in this area can catch rainwater to help sustain these plant materials with little 

supplemental irrigation from drip systems. 
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The third zone, at the boundary of the property, is the final step in the transition 

to plants that require little or no supplemental irrigation. 

  

To create shade, residential Owners may consider the following: 

  

(1) Concentrate landscaping around the living area by using trees 

to create shade on the house and outdoor patio areas. Shade 

expands the outdoor living areas. For multi-family 

developments, mass semi-arid region trees and shrubs around 

buildings and associated activity areas will create an inviting 

outdoor environment consistent with the character of the 

community. Shrubs and groundcovers shall be massed in 

altering size clusters to be compatible with adjacent properties. 

With this type of landscape concept, Owners and residents of 

these developments will benefit through lower water, energy 

and maintenances costs. 

  

(2)  Drought related, semi-arid region plants grow fast and provide 

shade quickly. Semi-arid ground covers can spread and 

provide cover within one year and can also provide seasonal 

color. A 15-gallon tree can provide shade within four years. 

  

B. Use of Drought-Tolerant Plants 

  

The use of drought-tolerant plants, trees, shrubs, ground cover, herbaceous 

plants, grasses and annuals listed in Appendix A represent a wide variety of 

adaptive. Plant materials that will fit individual landscape needs and create a 

lush environment. These plant materials are of various color, texture, form and 

function. Most bloom throughout various times of the year providing color in 

the garden. Many semi-arid region trees have a graceful, feathery appearance 

not found in other climates. Drought-tolerant plants are acclimated to the 

weather and soil conditions of the area and, therefore, have a higher transplant 

success rate and require less maintenance.   

  

Custom home Owners and Builders of cluster or multi-family developments 

have an opportunity to use the principals of zeroscape to give a development an 

inviting living environment which compliments the natural environment. 

  

C. Limit Turf Areas 

Maintaining a large lawn requires a substantial amount of water that is not 

available from rainfall. In order to meet a water budget, it is recommended to 

restrict lawn areas in the front yard to fifty percent.  Limited turf areas used in 

conjunction with other landscaping design elements will result in the feeling of 

residing in a mini-oasis without the need for large expanses of lawn. Reduction 

in turf also reduces maintenance time and expense.  

  

D. Practice Good Maintenance and Water Management  

A well-planned irrigation system that will water plants according to their 

individual needs is vital to assure that plants are maintained properly while 
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achieving the water-efficient goals of the landscape concept. Several types of 

water-efficient irrigation systems are available and at least one type is to be 

installed by all owners.  Drip irrigation systems provide slowly emitted water 

deeply below the soil surface at the root level, encouraging deeper growth 

requiring less frequency and leach salts from roof Low output, well-regulated 

sprinkler systems feed water more slowly and allow for greater absorption and 

less runoff. Either system is an efficient maintenance tool; however, irrigation 

systems also need to be managed. Installing timers that are adjusted according 

to seasonal needs is an important water management task. Setting timers to 

irrigate the landscape in the early morning hours when there is less evaporation 

and more absorption is another important water management task. 

  

E. Improve the Soil 

Plants grow better and use water more effectively if the soil has been improved. 

A two-inch layer of mulch will help keep soil areas cool, reduce evaporation, 

retard weed growth and add interest to the landscape. Color and texture will 

blend with the project site. 

  

1) No artificially colored rock or pea-gravel will be approved for landscaping. 

2) Color of rock mulch must be in the native desert colors. 

  

Pre-emergent herbicides should be used annually to control weed problems. All 

properties should be maintained to control invasive weeds. Homeowners should 

maintain their front yard to curb line and side-yards, if on a corner lot. 

  

F. Landscape Plans—General 

The Zeroscape concept furnishes a cool, lush and inviting environment, not the 

sparse use of landscape plants with a universal application of landscaping rock 

or gravel. A Builder or Owner may consult the Residential plant list in 

Appendix A and designate on a Suggested Landscape Plan the specific plants to 

be used on their lot. 

  

G. Right-of-Way and Drainage Landscaping 

Builders shall also extend the Master Developer’s landscape theme into the 

rights-of-ways of their developments. To promote visual continuity of the 

development, the following landscape treatments and suggestions should be 

utilized wherever possible: 

  

(1) Landscaping shall tie into existing streetscape and public areas utilizing similar 

plant varieties prior to transition.  

  

(2) Natural buffers between roadways and development should be used to preserve 

the beauty of the landscaped areas while screening development from view. 

Many native trees and shrubs can be used for effective screening. 

  

(3) Retention basins and other flood-control solutions in individual developments 

should be landscaped with various mixes and densities of semi-arid plants. 

(4) Landscaping in highly visible common areas and rights-of-ways should include 

flowering groundcovers that provide seasonal color. 
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(5) Trees provide the greatest volume of vegetation and support the greatest 

densities of wildlife and should be heavily massed along drainage ways. 

  

H. Front Yard Landscape Plans—Individual Residential Lots 

Actual drawings with the following information must be submitted to the                

planning commission by the Builder or Owner, as applicable, prior to any 

landscape work being performed: 

  

(1) Drawing showing the location and size (tree, shrub, or groundcover), to the 

extent known, of plant materials to be used; 

  

(2) List of plant materials to be used in the plan; 

  

(3) All houses will include a drawing of irrigation system to scale and sufficient in 

detail to completely describe the system. All houses will include an irrigation 

system(s) that is controlled by an automatic sprinkler system installed with the 

landscaping package. 

  

The following items will be considered during the review: 

  

I. The predominant use of grass  

The predominant use of grass in landscaping plans will not be approved by the 

town generally, an area of grass not exceeding fifty percent of the front yard 

recommended for residential lots. Common Bermuda grass (Cynodon 

dactylon) should not be used. This type of Bermuda grass is almost impossible 

to confine to a specific area. All grasses should be improved hybrid varieties of 

90% Tall Fescue Blends and 10% Blue Grass Blend with no weed seed that are 

sowed by stolins or sod can be used in areas where the grass can be strictly 

confined. 

  

All front yard landscaping shall be completed by the Builder, or owner within 

30 days after a certificate of occupancy is issued for the residence.  

  

1. Each front yard should have minimum of two trees, 15 

gallon or larger in size. 

  

2. Plants and shrubs will be sufficient in quantity and size 

as to provide a well-landscaped appearance. Typically, 

a minimum of twenty (20) plants and shrubs are 

needed. 

  

3. Street side yard area must be landscaped as part of the 

front yard landscape package. 

  

4. Use of low walls to compliment elevations are allowed 

(recommend height: 2’6”) 
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J. Multi-Family Landscape Requirements 

A minimum of fifteen percent (15%) of the total parcel should be landscaped 

and distributed throughout the parking lot(s) and buildings apron(s), and should 

include trees planted from containers no smaller than 15 gallons; shrubs planted 

from containers no smaller than on gallon, with 25% being 5 gallons; and 

ground covers planted from one gallon containers, rather than flats. Trees 

adjacent to residential areas should be planted a minimum of 1 per 20 lineal feet 

of frontage (for buffer.) all landscaping is to be completed by the Builder within 

30 days after a certificate of occupancy is issued for any multi-family project. 

  

K. Other Landscaping Requirements 

  

Inorganic landscape features, such as mulch rock ground covers and boulders, 

should be limited to materials indigenous to the area or to materials similar in 

color and appearance to these materials. Irrigation systems should be designed so 

over-spray does not occur. Also, each Builder is responsible for landscaping 

around any above-the-ground appurtenance for cable television located on its lot 

or parcel (or in the right-of-way immediately adjacent thereto) so as to screen the 

appurtenance as much as possible without limiting access by a Utility Provider 

 

 

11:12-10 Electrical  

  

A. All subdivisions shall be provided with electrical and telephone service.  

The developer shall submit electrical and telephone plans to the town 

board prior to final approval of the Subdivision Plat.  The use of Cellular 

phones only shall not constitute an acceptable telephone plan. 

 

B. The Cost of said systems shall be estimated by the electrical and telephone 

companies providing service to the subdivision and the amount thereof 

shall be included in the bond covering all required improvements, unless a 

copy of a current construction contract, signed by the utility company and 

the developer, providing for the installation of said facilities within the one 

year bonding period is submitted to and approved by the town board. 

 

C. Inspections shall be made by the town and the electric and telephone 

companies on each systems.  A final inspection shall be made by the town 

then final approval given in writing prior to release of the bond. 

 

11:12-11 Fences and Guards 

  

In locations where a land subdivision abuts or is adjacent to public or private grazing 

land, a fence of material and quality satisfactory to the town board shall be erected 

around the outer limits of the subdivision as it is shown on the subdivision map. 

 

 

11:12-12 Natural Gas Systems 
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Subject to availability, all subdivisions shall be provided with natural gas distribution 

systems.  The developer shall submit construction plans to the town prior to final 

approval of the subdivision plat. 

 

A. The Cost of said systems shall be estimated by the gas companies 

providing service to the subdivision and the amount thereof shall be 

included in the bond covering all required improvements, unless a copy of 

a current construction contract, signed by the utility company and the 

developer, providing for the installation of said facilities within the one  

year bonding period is submitted to and approved by the town board. 

 

 

B. Inspections shall be made by the town and the gas companies on each 

system.  A final inspection shall be made by the town then final approval 

given in writing prior to release of the bond. 

 

 

Section 11:12-13 Outdoor Lighting Requirements 

 

The purpose of this section is to identify appropriate lighting to preserve and enhance the 

natural environment and aesthetic quality of the town.  To enhance the appearance, 

character and value of all properties.  To promote compatibility and continuity between 

different land uses located in proximity to each other, and to prevent objectionable light 

sources and light pollution of the night sky. 

 

1. To protect the night sky, all outside lighting shall be “DOWN 

LIGHTING” and no lighting shall be allowed to trespass, or spill onto any 

adjoining properties.  

 

2. All exterior lighting should provide for the illumination of buildings and 

grounds for safety purposes, but in an esthetically pleasing manner. 

 

3. Warm lighting colors are encouraged. Blue white colors of fluorescent and 

mercury vapor lamps are prohibited. 

 

4.  All exterior lighting shall be reduced to the minimum levels necessary for 

safety and security purposes. The use of motion sensors and timers is 

encouraged, and may be required. 

 

5. All walkway lighting should be provided below eye level to direct light 

downward onto the walkway surface.  

 

6. No indoor lighting shall be provided or constructed to provide lighting for 

any outdoor areas. 

 

7.  Reference to Title 28 Out Door Lighting Ordinance for additional 

standards. 

 

Section 11:13 Standards 
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          11:13-1 Departmental Standards 

          11:13-2 Design Standards 

          11:13-3 Fire Flow & Line size Standards 

          11:13-4 Protection Strips 

 

 

11:13-1 Department Standards 

 

Standards for design, construction specifications, and inspection of street improvements, 

curbs, gutters, sidewalks, storm drainage, flood control facilities, water systems and fire 

protection systems shall be prepared by the town engineer in accordance with the Town 

of Apple Valley’s Standards and Specifications; standards for water distribution and 

sewage disposal facilities by the Utah State Department of Environmental quality and 

Southwest Utah Public Health Department  

 

11:13-2 Design Standards 

 

The design of the preliminary and final plat of a subdivision in relation to streets, blocks, 

lots, open spaces and other design factors shall be in harmony with design standards 

recommended by the land use authority, and by the other departments and agencies of the 

town government.  Design standards shall be approved by the town board and shall 

include the following: 

 

 

A. The minimum area and dimensions of all lots shall conform to the 

requirements of the zone district in which the lot is located. 

 

B. All lots or parcels created by a subdivision shall have direct access with 

frontage on a dedicated street improved to standards herein after required.  

Private streets shall be permitted only as recommended by the planning 

commission. Land designated as public right of way shall be separate and 

distinct from lots adjoining such right of ways and shall not be included in 

the area of such lots. 

 

C. All subdivisions shall result in the creation of lots that are developable and 

capable of being built upon.  A subdivision shall not create lots and no 

building permits shall be issued for any lots that would make building or 

access impractical due to size, shape, steepness of terrain, location of 

watercourses, problems of sewage or driveway grades, or other physical 

conditions except where such lots are suitable and dedicated for a common 

open space, privates utility, or public purpose as determined by the 

planning commission. 

 

D. The side lines to all lots, so far as possible, shall be right angels to each 

street on which the lot faces or approximately radial to the center of 

curvatures.  Exceptions may be made to this requirement where 

considerations for solar orientation are involved. 
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E. Corner lots for residential use shall be planned wider than interior lots to 

permit conformance with the required front setback requirements of both 

streets. 

 

F. A city boundary line shall not divide a lot; each boundary line shall be 

made on a lot line. 

 

G. Lot numbers shall begin with the number #1 and shall continue 

consecutively through the subdivision with no omissions or duplications; 

no block designations shall be used.   

 

H.  Except as specifically authorized by this chapter, not more than one 

dwelling unit shall occupy any one lot. 

 

I. No area needed to meet the minimum width, yard area, parking, or other 

requirements of this chapter for a lot or building may be sold or leased 

away form such lot or building for the purpose of installing any kind of 

structure. 

 

J. No portion of a lot may be cut off from another portion of a lot that has 

been created through a subdivision action. 

 

 

 K. Blocks shall not exceed approximately eight hundred (800) feet n length. 

 

L. Blocks shall be wide enough to adequately accommodate two tiers of lots, 

unless the Land Use Authority, because of topography, approves a 

modification or other unusual conditions as provided for by this 

Ordinance. 

 

M. Access form Major Arterial and Collector Streets.  Lots shall not derive 

access exclusively from a major arterial.  Access shall be limited on 

collector streets except where approved by the town board.  In such cases 

driveways should be designed and arranges so as to avoid requiring 

vehicles to back into traffic. 

 

N. After determination by the commission that standard lots are not feasible, 

the commission may, in order to encourage more efficient use of land, 

allow flag lots to be developed subject to the following conditions: 

 

1. The property cannot be subdivided with Public Street and standard 

size lots, either at the present or in the future. 

 

2. The staff portion of said lot shall front a dedicated public street.  

The minimum width of the staff portion of the lot shall be 25 feet. 

 

3. No building or construction, except for driveways, shall be allowed 

on the staff portion of said lot.  
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4. The front side of the flag lot shall be deemed to be the side nearest 

the dedicated public street up on which the staff portion front. 

 

5. All lot size and set back requirements shall be the same as may be 

required the zone in which the lot is located. 

 

6. No more than two (2) flag lots may be served by one staff portion 

of said lot. 

 

7. The land use authority shall specifically approve each flag lot. 

 

8. The twenty five (25) foot access easement shall be improved with 

an all weather surface to allow access to emergency vehicles. 

 

 

11:13-3 Fire Flow and line size Standards 

 

A. All fire flow and line size standards shall conform to the international fire 

code. 

 

B. In all cases, the water source, water storage and water delivery system 

shall be engineered and installed to provide the required fire flow during 

times of peak water usage as if all development within the proposed 

subdivision were complete, and as may be required by formulas adopted 

by the state board of environmental quality in connection with the state’s 

approval system.   Verification will be at the developer’s expense and 

certified by a licensed engineer. 

 

C. Water distribution lines in all subdivisions shall be a minimum of eight (8) 

inches in diameter.  The water lines shall be larger if needed to provide for 

the required fire flow. 

 

D. Water systems shall be looped when possible and valves shall generally be 

spaced such that a break in any one length of main will put no more than 

one block out of service during repairs, subject to a maximum of one 

thousand (1,000) feet. 

 

E. Previously approved subdivisions 

 

1. All new water storage, new water lines and new fire hydrants that 

are installed to develop a new phase of a previously approved 

subdivision shall conform to the current requirements. 

 

2. Any water lines that are intended to be used as future feeder lines 

to platted phases of a previously approved subdivision shall be 

engineered and installed to provide adequate fire flow to the 

anticipated phase in accordance with the current flow standards. 

 

 F. Fire Hydrants specifications: 
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1. All fire hydrants shall have one 4.5 inch and two (2) 2.5 inch 

outlets with NH threads. 

 

2. A six-inch (6) inch gate valve shall be installed on each fire 

hydrant to be shut off in case of damage or need of repairs.  This 

gage valve shall be accessible by standard square key from the 

street or ground level.  

 

3. All fire hydrants shall be properly thrust blocked with poured in 

place concrete against undisturbed or compacted soil.  Rocks and 

other materials are not acceptable as thrust blocking.  Banding and 

other forms of mechanical restraint may be used only if approved 

by the town board. 

  

4. All hydrants shall be five (5) feet from the back of the curb.  In all 

cases hydrants shall have a five (5) foot elliptical radius of 

unobstructed clearance to adjacent obstacles. 

 

5.  The lowest hydrant water outlet shall not be less than eighteen (18) 

inches nor more than thirty (30) inches above the final ground 

level. 

 

G. Fire hydrant spacing and location: 

 

1. Fire hydrant spacing and location shall be as defined in the 

international fire code, but not to exceed two hundred and fifty feet 

(250) form any subdivided lot. 

 

2. Fire hydrants shall be installed on dedicated easements or public 

right- of- ways and will be owned and maintained by the town. 

 

3.  Dead end streets should be avoided in the water system.  If they 

cannot be avoided, a hydrant or flushing valve shall be installed at 

the end of each such dead end street. 

 

 

 

 

11:13-4 Protection strips:  

 

Where subdivision street parallel contiguous property of other private property 

owners, the sub divider may upon approval of the land use authority, retain 

protection strip no less than one foot in width between the street and adjacent 

property, provided, that an agreement, approved by the town attorney, has been 

made by the sub divider, contracting to deed to the then owners of the contiguous 

property, the one foot or larger protection strip for a consideration named in the 

agreement, such consideration to be not more than the fair cost of the land in the 

protection strip,  the street improvements properly chargeable to the contiguous 
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property, plus the value of the one-half the land in the street at the time of the 

agreement, together with interest at a fair rate from the time of agreement until the 

time of the subdivision of such contiguous property.  One copy of the agreement 

shall be submitted by the town attorney to the land use authority prior to approval 

of the final plat.  Protection strip shall not be permitted at the end of any public 

street or proposed street. 

 

 

Section 11:14 Guarantees of Improvements 

 

11:14-1 METHOD OF GUARANTEE: 

 

Required subdivisions may be guaranteed in the following manner: 

 

A.  In lieu of the actual completion and acceptance by the town board of the           

improvements required by this ordinance and before approval of the final plat by 

the board, the sub divider shall guarantee the installation and construction of the 

required improvements free from defective material or workmanship and in  

compliance with the town standards. 

 

1. Other methods of securities may be considered by the town board as 

long as it is approved buy the town’s legal council. 

 

B.  Said guarantee shall be in the form of cash bond, or irrevocable letter of credit              

for an amount equal to one hundred twenty percent of the cost of improvements 

not previously accepted, and as estimated by the engineer and approved by the 

town board. 

 

C. After the completion of all subdivision improvements the sub divider shall 

make a written request to the town board for a final inspection.  The town 

engineer shall make inspection.  A letter of final inspection shall be written by the 

engineer specifying the acceptability of all the subdivision improvements, or if 

rejected, a letter stating the deficiencies.   

 

D. Once all improvements are approved by the town board, any guarantee filed 

with the town, therefore, shall be released.  In the event, the sub divider shall 

provide the town with a letter of guarantee stating that all subdivision 

improvements will be maintained in good state of repair and free from defective 

materials or workmanship which becomes evident for two (2) years form the 

request for final inspection, and will supply the bond as required in the chapter.   

 

E. All such improvements shall have been installed within one (1) year time 

period unless extended by the town board. 

F. A letter of credit, or cash bond, may be released in part, as progress payments 

for improvements, subject to the following conditions: 

 

1.    The developer shall submit to the town board, or other assigned                                         

inspector, a request for payment against the letter of credit, showing to 

whom and for what amount the release is requested.  Upon inspection by 
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the town engineer, and approval of the requested amount, the town board 

will authorize the holder of the credit account to disperse the approved 

payments. 

 

2.     Said payment requests may be made upon completion of the various 

phases of the development as follows: 

 

a. Complete water system installation, including any required  

storage facility, well improvements, etc. 

 

b. Complete road construction, including all survey 

monuments, traffic control, and street signs.  Street 

construction shall also include storm drainage systems. 

  

   c. Complete waste disposal system, as required. 

 

d. Staking if lots corners and any other required survey 

fieldwork. 

 

e. Completion of Utilities including power and telephone, if 

bonded by Apple Valley Town 

 

G.  Requests shall not be submitted more frequently than on a monthly basis.   A 

minimum of twenty (20) percent of each element shall be retained as required for 

the guarantee bond required in this chapter. 

 

H. In any event, (20%) of total amount of all improvements shall be retained until 

two (2) years following completion of the project as a guarantee of quality of 

improvements.  A bond of the same type used to guarantee installation of all 

improvements shall be filed prior to the release of the improvement bond. 

 

I.  For a developer who proposes to install improvements prior to recording a final 

plat, as provided by this Ordinance, a cost estimate of improvements shall be 

submitted to and approved by the town engineer prior to the start of construction, 

as the basis for determining the amount of the 20% guarantee bond that shall be 

posted upon final approval of the improvements by the town. 

 

 

11:14-2 GUARANTEE FORMAT: 

 

A.  The Sub divider shall file with the town, an irrevocable letter of credit from a 

dully-chartered state or national bank, or a savings and loan institution on its 

official letterhead. 

 B.  The Form of the irrevocable letter of credit shall be substantially as follows: 
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SAMPLE LETTER OF CREDIT 

 

 

 

Irrevocable letter of credit no. _______________________ 

 

Issued in ______________________, On ____________________ 

  Town and State   Date 

 

Applicant:     Beneficiary: 

 

Name of Developer    Town of Apple Valley 

Address     Address 

City, State, Zip    City, State, Zip 

 

Amount: USD $ __________________ Date and Place of Expiration 

 

We hereby issue in favor of the Town of Apple Valley, Utah, this documentary credit 

Which is available by payment of your draft (s) drawn on us at sight bearing the number 

of this letter of credit accompanied by the following documents: 

 

A. Your signed statement regarding precisely as follows: 

 

“We certify that the improvements on _____________sub-division have been 

completed and agreed.” 

 

B. The original letter of credit. 

 

Note: if you have questions about this letter of credit policy, contact: 

The Town of Apple Valley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Section 11:15 FEES, ENFORCEMENT, PERMITS and PENALTIES 

 

11:15-1 Any and all persons filing plats with the town shall pay fees as adopted   

from time to time by the town board. 

 

SEE CURRENT FEE SCHEDULE 

 

11:15-2  PERMITS: 
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From the time of the effective dates hereof, the building inspector shall not grant a 

permit, nor shall any other officers grant any license or permit for the use of any 

land or the construction or alteration of any building or structure on a lot which 

would be in violation of any provisions of this title until a subdivision plat 

therefore has been recorded or approved as herein required.  Any license or permit 

issued in conflict with such provisions shall be void.  No building permits will be 

issued until the subject lot has been improved with water, power, sewer, curb and 

gutter, and dedicated and improved street as approved by the town board. 

 

11:15-3 ENFORCEMENT: 
 

The town board, land use authority, building inspector, attorney and engineer, and 

such other departments and agencies of the town government as are specified 

under the provisions of this title are hereby designated and authorized as the 

agencies charged with the enforcement of the provisions of this ordnance and 

shall enter such actions in court as are necessary.  Failure of such departments to 

pursue appropriate legal remedies shall not legalize any violation of such 

provisions. 

 

11:15-4  INSPECTION FEES: 
 

A. Appropriate agencies and departments of the town shall inspect or 

cause to be inspected all buildings, fire hydrants and water supply and 

sewage disposal systems in the course of construction, installation or 

repair.  Excavation for fire hydrants and water and sewer mains and 

laterals shall not be covered or backfilled, until such installations shall 

have been approved by the town.  If any such installation is covered before 

being inspected and approved, it shall be uncovered after notice to uncover 

has been issued to the person responsible by the town. 

 

 

B. The developer shall post an inspection bond as shall be established 

from time to time by the town board to cover the cost of inspections in the 

subdivision and inspection of the subdivision plat.  Upon completion of all 

improvements, the developer shall pay the town an amount established by 

the engineer to be sufficient to cover completion cost.  This fee shall be 

paid prior to the release of any bond that may have been posted. 

 

 

 

11:15- 5 VIOLATIONS PROIBTED 

 

No person shall subdivide any tract or parcel of land located wholly or in 

part in the town of Apple Valley except in compliance with the provisions 

of this ordnance.  No person shall purchase, sell or exchange any parcel of 

land which is any part of a subdivision or proposed subdivision submitted 

to the land use authority, nor offer for recording in the office of the 

County Recorder, any deed conveying such parcel of land or any fee 

interest therein, unless such subdivision has been created pursuant to and 
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in accordance with the provisions of this ordnance.  Each day that a 

violation of the provisions of any chapter of this ordinance is committed or 

permitted to continue shall constitute a separate and independent violation. 

 

11:15-6 Whoever shall violate any of the provisions of this ordnance shall 

be guilty of a class C misdemeanor and, upon conviction of any such 

violation, shall be subject to a penalty as provided in this ordnance. 

 

 

Section 11:16   DEFINITIONS 

 

11:16-1 The following terms used in this ordnance shall have the respective 

meaning hereafter set forth: 

 

(1) Alley – is a public way, which affords a secondary means of access 

to abutting property. 

  

(2) Bench mark – is a mark affixed to a permanent or semi-permanent 

object for an established elevation datum. 

 

(3)  Collector Street – is a street, which carries traffic form minor 

streets to the major street system, including the principal entrance 

streets of residence development and the primary circulating streets 

within a development. 

 

(4) County – shall mean Washington, County, Utah. 

 

(5) Cul-de-sac – is a minor street having one open end being 

terminated at the other by a vehicular turnaround. 

 

(6) Town Engineer – shall mean the person, firm, or employee 

retained by Apple Valley Town for engineering purposes. 

 

(7) Easement – is the quantity of land set aside or over which a 

liberty, privilege, or advantage in land without profit, existing 

distinct from the ownership of the land, is granted to the public or 

some particular person or part of the public. 

 

 

 

(8) Executive Secretary-State Water Board. 

 

(9) Final Plat – is a map or chart of a subdivision which meets all of 

the provisions of this ordinance, is ready for approval by the town 

board, subsequent recordation and which has been accurately 

surveyed and such survey marked on the ground so that streets, 

alleys, blocks, lots and other division thereof can be identified and 

shall be prepared on a reproducible medium of sufficient size for 

legibility, (24” X 36”). 
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(10) Land Use Authority – Town of Apple Valley Town Council. 

 

(11) Lot – shall mean a parcel of real property with a separate and a 

distance number or other designation shown on a plat or parcel of 

real property delineated on an approved map of a record of survey, 

split or sub-parceling map as filed in the office of the County 

Recorder an intended as a unit for building development or transfer 

of ownership. 

 

(12) Lot width – is the width of a lot measured along the minimum 

building set back line. 

 

(13) Major or Arterial Street – shall mean a street existing or 

proposed, which serves or is intended to serve as a major traffic 

way and which is designated on the master street plan as a 

controlled access highway, major street, parkway or by equivalent 

terms suitable to identify street comprising the basic structure of 

the street plan. 

 

(14) Minor or Local Street – shall mean a street, existing or proposed, 

which is supplementary to a collector or major street and of limited 

continuity, which serves or is intended to serve the local needs of a  

neighborhood. 

 

(15) Official map - Shall mean any map adopted by the town board 

under the provisions of Article 10 of the State of Utah. 

 

(16) Owner – shall include the plural as well as the singular, and mean 

either a natural person, firm, association, partnership, private 

corporation, or any combination thereof. 

 

(17) Parcel of Land – shall mean a contiguous quantity of land, in the 

procession of, or owned by, or recorded as the property of, the  

same claimant or person. 

   

(18)  Land Use Authority – shall mean the land use authority of Apple  

Valley, Utah. 

(19) Preliminary Approval – is an approval, with or without 

recommended alterations, given to a preliminary plat by the land 

use authority and provides the necessary authority to proceed with  

the preparation and presentation of the final plat.  

 

(20)  Preliminary plat – is a map or plan of a proposed land division or 

subdivision. 

 

(21) Public Water System – any potable water system that is subject to 

the rules of the Utah Department of Environmental Quality, which 

is any potable (culinary) water system that is to serve fifteen (15) 
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lots or more, or at least an average of twenty five (25) individuals 

at least sixty (60) days a year. 

 

(22) Non-public Water System – any potable water system that is 

subject to the rules of the Southwest Public Health Department, 

which is any potable (culinary) water system that is to serve less 

that fifteen (15) lots or less that twenty five (25) people. 

 

(23) Subdivision – shall mean the division of land into two or more 

lots, parcels, sites, unites, plots, or other divisions of land for the 

purpose, whether immediate or future, for offer, sale, lease, or 

development either on the installment plan or upon any and all 

other plans, term, and conditions.  Subdivision includes the 

division or development of land whether by deed, metes and 

bounds, description, devise, and testacy, lease, map, plat, or other 

recorded instrument.  Subdivision dose not include a bona fide 

division or partition of agricultural land for agricultural purposes, 

or of commercial manufacturing, or industrial land for commercial 

manufacturing, or industrial purposes. 

  

(24) Though lot – shall mean a lot having a frontage on two streets and 

having the right of access to both of said streets, not including 

corner lots. 

 

(25) Town -shall mean the town of Apple Valley, Utah 
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    APENDIX A  

  

                           

                           Recommended Residential Plant List  

  

                                      

  

  

                Plants live in the desert have numerous particles to aid in their survival. These 

include taproots, waxy leaf coatings, dormancy in drought, and the ability to close leaves 

or to absorb enormous amounts of water in brief periods of time. Many of these devices 

work to minimize the evaporation rate, allowing these plants to exist on incredibly small 

amounts of rainfall. By providing supplementary irrigation at regular intervals, one can 

maintain the optimal appearance of these plants. For this reason, the plants on the 

following list are either indigenous to the region, or are from other semi-arid regions of 

the world. 

  

As a helpful reference, the following five books can be used for clarification and 

information.  

  

1) Plants For Dry Climates – 1992 Edition by Duffied and Jones 

2) New Western garden Book by Sunset 

3) Native Taxes Plants by Wasowski and Wasowski.* 

4)  Low Water Use Plants by Shuler* 

5) The Low Water Flower Gardener by Johnson and Millard* 

  

  

              Plants may be added to this list upon the request of an Owner provided the 

suggested new plant meets the following criteria: native to a semi-arid region; compatible 

with the existing environment in color, texture and mass; drought tolerant; adaptive to the 

soil; attractive foliage; extended bloom period; ease of maintenance; and 35-foot height 

limit. The botanical name, description and other pertinent information that may be 

necessary to ascertain if the plant meets the above criteria may be submitted to the 

planning commission for its consideration and approval.  

  

            This plant list has been broken down into the following categories: trees, shrubs, 

vines, ground coves, cacti/ succulents, grasses and annuals. Without exception, each plant 

has been selected for its attractiveness as a landscape plant, its ability to blend and for its 

foliage and flower season.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                                   PLANTS FOR RESIDENTIAL USE  
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         Botanical Name                    Trees                            Common name 

  

Lagerstroemia indica                                                          Crape Myrtle  

Fraxinus greggi                                                                   Littleleaf Ash 

Prosopis chileanis- Thornless                                             Chilean Mesquite 

Prosopis gladulosa ‘Mavrick’                                             Thornless Honey Mesquite 

Ligustrum japonicum                                                          Japanese Privet 

Rhus lanca                                                                           African Sumac 

Alibiza julibrissin                                                                Mimosa Silk Tree 

Chilopsis linearis                                                                 Desert Willow  

Chitadpa tashkentensis                                                        Pink Dawn and Morning Cloud 

Cercis occidentalis                                                              Western Redbud 

Vitax agnus-castus                                                              Chaste Tree 

Gleditzia triacanthos                                                           Shademaster Locust 

Gliditzia triacanthos                                                            Imperial Locust  

Quercus muhlenbergii                                                         Chinquapin Oak  

Quercus texana                                                                    Texas Red Oak  

Cercidium hybrid                                                                 Desert Museum Palo Verde  

Forestiera neomexicana                                                       New Mexican Privet/Desert 

Olive Tree                          

Robinia ambigua ‘Purple Robe’                                          Flowering Locust (Custom or 

DRC) 

Fraxinus velutra ‘Rio Grande’                                             Fan-Tex Ash (Except 5300’s)  

Quercus muhlenbergii                                                         Chinquapin Oak  

Quercus texana                                                                    Texas Red Oak 

Semi-Dwarf Fruit                                                                 Apple, Peach, Almond, etc. 

Trachycarpus Fortunei                                                          Windmill Palm 

                        

    Shrubs  

Epherdra trifurca                                                                  Mormon Tea  

Rosmarinus officinalis ‘Prostratus’                                     Prostrate Rosemary  

Larrea tridentate                                                                  Creosote Bush 

Calliandra species                                                                Fairy Duster Varieties  

Nerium oleander                                                                  Petite Oleander Varieties Only 

Rhus microphlla                                                                  Littleleaf Sumac 

Leucophyllum langmaniae ‘Rio Bravo’                             Texas Ranger ‘Rio Bravo’ 

Leucophyllum langmaniae ‘Cimmaron’                             Texas Ranger ‘Cimarron’ 

Leucophyllum langmaniae ‘Cimmaron’                             Compact Texas Sage 

Dasylirion wheelari                                                             Desert Spoon 

Salvia greggi                                                                       Red Autumn Sage 

Salvia chamaedryoldes                                                        Mexican Blue Sage   

Erysimum linarifolium ‘Bowles Mauve’                            Desert Lilac 

Gutierrizia sarothrae                                                            Snakeweed 

Rhus ovata                                                                           Sugar Bush 

Caesalpinia gillisil                                                               Yellow Bird of Paradise  

Leucophyllum species                                                         Sage Varieties  

Agapanthus                                                                          Rancho White, Queen Anne, 

Peter Pan 

Cotoneaster lacteus                                                              Gray Cotoneaster  
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Cotoneaster glaucophllus                                                     Blue point Juniper 

Juniperus chinensis ‘Blue Point’                                          India Hawthron 

Rhaphiolepis indica ‘Ballernia’                                           Dwarf Golden Arborvitae 

Platcladus  Aureus                                                               Green Beauty and Winter Gem 

Boxwood 

Buxus japonica                                                                     Orange Jubilee 

Tecoma ‘Orange Jubilee’                                                     Lavender Spice 

Poliomintha maderensis                                                       Daminita  

Chrysactinia Mexicana                                                         Starn Thompson hybrid  

Baccharis hybrid ‘Starn’ Thompson                                    Sage 

Salvia species                                                                       Apache Plume 

Falllugia paradoxa                                                               Purple Rockrose 

Cistus pupureus                                                                   Butterfly Bush 

Buddleia davidii                                                                  Blue Mist 

 

     Botanical Name                         Vines                         Common Name 

  

Macfadyena unguis-Cacti                                                Cat’s Claw Vine 

Rosa banksiae, ‘Alba Plena’ or ‘Lutea’                           Lady Banks’ Rose 

Jasminum florididum                                                       Flowering Jasmine 

Pyracantha fortuneana                                                     Vining Pyracantha 

Trachelosperum  Jasminoides                                          Star Jasmine 

 

                                                  Ground Covers 

  

Baccaris centennial                                                         Dwarf Coyote Bush 

Amonbrosia deltoidea                                                     Bursage 

Baileya multiradiata                                                        Desert Marigold  

Psilotrophe cooperi                                                           Paper Flower 

Sphaeralcea ambigua                                                        Desert Mallow 

Asclepias sublulata                                                            Desert MilkWeed  

Melampodium leucanthum                                             Blackfoot Daisy 

Oenotherea caespitosa                                                    White Primrose 

Penstemon species                                                          Penstemon 

Zauchneria californica                                                    California Fuchsia  

Zinnia grandiflora                                                           Zinnia  

Dalea greggi                                                                    Trailing Indigo Bush 

Myoporum parivifolium                                                  Little Leaf Myoporum 

Oenotherea berlandieri (varieties)                                   Mexican Primrose 

Verbena species                                                               Verbena  

Gazania species                                                                Gazania  

Desloperma varieties                                                       Ice Plant  

Santolina varieties                                                           Grey/Green Santolina  

Hemerocallis hybrid                                                        Daylily  

Design Guide Lines       

Lanatana varieties                                                            Dwarf Lantana Varieties 

Osteospermium frutcosum                                               Trailing African Daisy 

Sphaeraicea ambigua                                                        Glovemallow 

Balleya multiradiata                                                         Mexican Primrose 
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Penstemon eatonii                                                            Desert Marigold 

Abronia goodingii                                                            Firecracker Penstemon 

Aquilegia chrysantha                                                       Purple Sand Verbena 

Dalea capitata ‘Serra Gold’                                             Sierra Gold 

Dalea frutescens ‘Sierra Negra’                                      Sierra Negra 

Hymenoxys acaulis                                                         Angelita Daisy 

  

      Botanical Name              Cacti/Succulents               Common Name 

Echinocereus engelmannii                                             Hedgehog Cactus 

Ferocactus acanthodes                                                   Barrel Cactus 

Fouquieria splendens                                                     Ocotillo 

Agave species                                                                Agave 

  

Dasylirion sheeleri                                                         Desert Spoon (varieties) 

Aloe species                                                                   Aloe 

Yucca elata                                                                     Soaptree Yucca  

Hesperaloe parviflora                                                    Red, Yellow, and Pink Hesperaloe 

Yucca filamentosa                                                         Adam’s Needle Yucca  

  

                                           Grasses  

Muhlendergia rigens                                                      Deer Grass 

Stipa tenuissima                                                             Texas Needle Grass 

Ophiopogon japonicus                                                   Mondo Grass 

Festuca ovina glauca                                                      Blue Fescue 

Phormium species                                                          New Zealand Flax 

Muhlendergia capillaries ‘Regal Mist’                          Regal Mist Deer Grass 

  

NOTES: 

  

 If turf is used, it is recommended that a hybrid variety of 90% Tall Fescue Blend 

and 10% Blue Grass Blend with no weed seeds. All sod areas shall be top dressed 

with a min. of 2” of soil mix prior to installation.  

 All non-turf yard area should be covered with two inches (2’) of rock, mulch. 

 Black plastic and weed control fabric can be used for placement under the rock 

mulch. 

 Boulder quantity, color and size, should be indicated on the landscaping plan.  

  

  

ANNUALS: 

  

    Annuals are recommended not exceed three feet in height. Indigenous native varieties 

are encouraged. Indigenous varieties may include Poppy, Desert Marigold Lupine, 

Verbena, Penstemon, Corepsis, Dyssodia and Nierembergia.  
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